
Come hone your querying skills in a live 
demonstration. In this interactive session, authors 
will have two minutes to pitch their stories to Erin 
and Marietta—this can be a verbal ‘elevator’ pitch, 
a reading of a query letter or a reading of your 
story’s first page. It’s up to you. Erin and Marietta 
will then have one minute each to let you know 
how they’d respond if your pitch showed up in their 
submission file.

DANIEL NAYERI – Publisher of a new imprint 
at Macmillan Children’s Publishing Group 
A Close Look at Nonfiction

In this session, we will begin by looking at the 
current state of juvenile nonfiction—both as 
craft and marketplace. In the craft, we will 
discuss and analyze several case studies. In the 
marketplace we will discuss the new modes of 
nonfiction publishing—everything from novelty 
formats to work-for-hire contracts, proposals, and 
prototypes. 

JILL SANTOPOLO – Editorial Director, 
Philomel Books/Penguin Random House
Defining Your Voice, Word by Word

Are you trying to strengthen your character? Or 
your world building? How about the emotional 
resonance of your story? As writers we are 
wordsmiths, but our words don’t always do as 
much heavy lifting as they could. In this workshop, 
we’ll look at sound, syntax, word choice, imagery, 
and the objective correlative as ways to make our 
words work harder for us and bring our writing 
craft to the next level. All you need for this 
workshop is a work-in-progress with a character 
you can put in other situations.  

PHOEBE YEH – Publisher, Crown Books for 
Young Readers
The Importance of Pacing

Here’s your chance for a hands-on workshop all 
about pacing, a subject as crucial to your novel as 
characterization, motivation, plotting, and your 
high concept.  You need to watch out for pacing, 
especially if it is too fast, too slow, or uneven. 
We will discuss how to assess the pacing in your 
novel and examine children’s book exemplars. The 
workshop will include a writing exercise that 
focuses on pacing. Please bring samples of your 
work where the pacing needs help. 

TIFFANY LIAO – Editor, Henry Holt Books
The Heart Wants What it Wants:  
How to Make Your Reader Fall in Love with 
Your Characters

The premise of a great book begins with one big 
question: what does the character want? Your 
character motivation is the heart of the story and 
will inform every element in your book, including 
voice, plot, pacing, and world-building. In this 
masterclass you’ll learn how to dig deep into 
your character to establish a motivation that is 
compelling, believable, and urgently drives the 
story forward from page to page. We’ll be doing 
in-class exercises, but attendees are encouraged 
to bring their works-in-progress.

Reading aloud is a crucial part of every book event 
and author visit. Join us to strategize an approach 
for presenting your book(s) that is authentic, a 
good fit for your personality, and attractive to 
schools, libraries, and bookstores. Each participant 
will practice reading their work aloud and receive 
feedback from the presenters. Bring one or two of 
your own books. If you don’t have a book that is 
already published, bring a final stage of your work-
in-progress.

VASHTI HARRISON – Illustrator
RENÉE KURILLA – Illustrator
DAN SANTAT – Author/Illustrator 
PETER BROWN – Author/Illustrator 
(Moderator)
Personalizing Your Digital Tools:   
A Digital Illustration Demonstration

Digital application software has been compared 
to more traditional media, but unlike paints and 
pencils, computer apps keep evolving and contain 
hundreds of sometimes-hidden tools you can 
use to create illustrations. However, just like 
traditional media, it’s not about what the tools 
can do themselves as much as how each artist 
uses them to create unique and singular art. 
Sharing their processes through discussion and 
live demonstrations, illustrators Vashti Harrison, 
Renée Kurilla, and Dan Santat will dive into how to 
make these tools your own.

CHERYL KLEIN – Editorial Director,  
Lee & Low
The Five Principles of a Satisfying  
Picture Book

A satisfying picture book results from the intimate 
interplay of five powerful principles: Concept, 
Articulation, Plot, Structure, and Sound. In this 
workshop, we’ll discuss these foundational ideas 
in depth, examine several published picture 
books to see how they develop these principles, 
and consider some places where participants’ 
manuscripts may need revision, reconception, or 
further growth. Writers should bring one vexatious 
work-in-progress and at least three ideas for future 
projects. 

KENDRA LEVIN – Associate Editorial Director, 
Viking Children’s Books
Lose the Baggage:  
Wrangling Backstory and Exposition

Have you been told your opening chapters have 
too much exposition? Do critiques often call 
you out for focusing more on your characters’ 
backstory than on the main plot? This hands-on 
workshop for novelists with executive editor and 
life coach Kendra Levin will give you the tools to 
sift the expository writing and excess baggage out 
of your text, leaving only what you absolutely need 
to tell a compelling story—and, in the process, 
strengthening your plot. Bring the first one to three 
chapters of at least one current work-in-progress, 
a highlighter, and an open mind.   

ERIN MURPHY – Erin Murphy Literary Agency
MARIETTA ZACKER – Gallt & Zacker Literary 
Agency
Four Minutes of Fame: Pitch Your Story to 
Agents Erin Murphy and Marietta Zacker

LAURIE HALSE ANDERSON – Author
Sifting Stories from History

History is a set of lies that people have agreed upon, 
according to Napoleon Bonaparte. But writers of 
historical fiction for kids have a responsibility to 
dig beyond the lies. Laurie Halse Anderson will 
lead you through the layers of research, writing, 
revision, and representation required to create 
award-winning historical fiction for kids and teens.

MARC BROWN – Author/Illustrator
PATTI ANN HARRIS – Creative Director, 
Scholastic
HILARY LEUNG – Author/Illustrator
Best Practices for Illustrators:  
From Assignment to Bound Book

Art Director Patty Ann Harris and two 
illustrators she has collaborated with, Marc Brown 
and Hilary Leung, will address the best ways to 
approach the many steps an illustrator must go 
through, from signing the initial contract to signing 
the finished book. Participants will gain a better 
understanding of the publishing process, the inside 
story of working with an art director, and tips to 
make the journey smooth and productive for all 
involved. The session will end with an extensive 
Q&A. Pre-submitted questions welcome, due 
January 15, to sarahbaker@scbwi.org.

ARTHUR A. LEVINE – Publisher, Aurthur A. 
Levine Books, KAIT FELDMAN – Associate 
Editor, Aurthur A. Levine Books, 
NICK THOMAS – Editor, Aurthur A. Levine 
Books, WESLIE TURNER – Assistant Editor, 
Aurthur A. Levine Books 

Finding the Heart of Your Story
A rare opportunity to work with renowned editor, 
Arthur A. Levine (head of Arthur A. Levine 
Books at Scholastic) and his editorial staff. In this 
session you will have the chance to work closely 
on your work-in-progress to eliminate falsehoods 
and find the truth of your story. Participants are 
required to send in a maximum of five pages of a 
work-in-progress for group discussion and deep 
examination. (You will be notified by November 
15th of where to send your pages).

CAITLYN DLOUHY – Vice President/Editorial 
Director, Caitlyn Dlouhy Books, Atheneum 
Books for Young Readers
How Voice Makes the Character:  
A Masterclass on Voice

Great voice—you know it when you hear it,  
but how do you get it for your character, your 
narrator?  Written or visual voice (yes, there’s 
visual voice) is what only you can bring to your 
work, and with this workshop you’ll become better 
at identifying bolstering it. Expect to do some on-
the-spot practice, as well as work on something of 
your own that’s been feeling flatter than you wish 
it did.

JULIE GRIBBLE – Author/Founder, Kid Lit TV
ARAM KIM – Author/Illustrator
ERICA RAND SILVERMAN – Agent, Stimola 
Literary Studio
Showmanship for Introverts:  
How to Present and Perform Read Aloud  
for Various Audiences

Please note: you are invited to submit a query to a maximum of two editors, agents, or art directors whose masterclass workshops you have attended. Please 
be sure to target your submissions carefully according to the guidelines given to you by the workshop leader. We encourage you to use at least one of your 
workshop choices for the rare hands-on opportunity to work with our master authors and illustrators. 

Saturday - February 3, 2018
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all writers, this masterclass is a craft-oriented 
approach to portraying diverse characters as it 
relates to character, plot, and voice. The session 
will include several writing exercises, as well as 
specific do’s and don’ts to avoid blind spots and 
pitfalls. Worksheets will be provided in class, but 
attendees should come prepared with a particular 
character(s) in mind.

JILL SANTOPOLO – Editorial Director, 
Philomel Books/Penguin Random House
Plotting Your Plot

So what’s going on in your story? And how do 
your characters feel about it? Get ready to roll up 
your sleeves and pick apart your novel, looking at 
the action plot and the emotional plot, and how 
the two work together to make your book the 
strongest version of itself. This workshop is best 
for writers who have a finished draft of a story and 
are getting ready to revise, but it can also be used 
as a brainstorming session if you’ve gotten stuck 
as you’re drafting, or if you need a jump start to 
outline something new. 
 

HAROLD UNDERDOWN – Independent Editor
EILEEN ROBINSON – Independent Editor
A Practical Introduction to the Mysteries of 
Line Editing (GEN)

Line-editing, the crucial stage between the large-
scale work of developmental editing and the final 
polish applied by copy editing, can turn a decent 
manuscript into a strong one. But the many 
different elements involved keep it shrouded in 
mystery, a skill taught to editorial assistants via 
observation and practice. In this workshop, we will 
provide an overview of line editing, introduce key 
elements of it through hands-on exercises, tackle 
a sample piece of line editing, and send you out 
with resources to help you master techniques you 
will be able to use on your own work. All necessary 
materials will be provided.

PHOEBE YEH – Publisher, Crown Books for 
Young Readers
A Crash Course on all Things Middle Grade

Phoebe Yeh walks you through the middle grade 
genre, both fiction and nonfiction. We’ll explore 
all genres: narrative, free verse, illustrated novel, 
graphic novel, realistic, fantasy, sci-fi, historical 
fiction, etc. and examine examples of successful 
middle grade novels and nonfiction.  We’ll also 
discuss what constitutes an authentic voice for 
writing middle grade fiction. For the workshop 
portion, bring your great idea for your middle 
grade novel. Be prepared for a very nuts-and-bolts 
session.

LINDA SUE PARK – Author 
Word by Word

In this workshop, we’ll examine how word choice 
and sentence structure affect three vital aspects 
of novel writing: voice, world-building , and pacing. 
Hands-on techniques will be demonstrated for 
participants to practice in real time. Requirements: 
bring the draft of a novel manuscript (complete 
is best, minimum half-finished) on a laptop. (The 
hands-on exercises do NOT work well with paper 
& pen).

DANIEL NAYERI – Publisher of a new imprint 
at Macmillan Children’s Publishing Group
Dialogue as Character Development

An interactive session wherein participants will 
work together to write dialogue within various 
prompted situations in order to understand the 
inner workings of the craft. With individualized 
prompts, group improv exercises, and examples 
from published works, the session is intended to 
be a hands-on exploration of what makes dialogue 
sparkle. Bring a pen, pencil, and the willingness to 
discuss work in detail in order to improve.

JANE YOLEN – Author
All You Need to Know About Writing a  
Picture Book

What defines a picture book besides the fact that 
it is for young children and is (usually) thirty-two 
pages? Jane informs, warns, cheerleads, and may 
even break out into rhyme or song. As part of 
the session, participants will learn how a single 
idea can be launched into many directions. Jane 
will have five ‘hats’ with sixty titles of possible 
books. Everyone will choose a slip from one of 
the following hats:  board books, concept books, 
biographies, straight-forward picture books, or 
nonfiction. There will then be twenty minutes to 
brainstorm an idea for the chosen title and fifteen 
minutes to share. Jane will begin the process 
herself by choosing a title and talking through a 
possible concept.

CAITLYN DLOUHY – Vice President/Editorial 
Director, Caitlyn Dlouhy Books, Atheneum 
Books for Young Readers 
How Voice Makes the Character:  
A Masterclass on Voice

Great voice —you know it when you hear it, but 
how do you get it for your character, your narrator?  
Written or visual voice (yes, there’s visual voice) 
is what only you can bring to your work, and with 
this workshop you’ll become better at identifying 
and bolstering it. Expect to do some on-the-spot 
practice, as well as work on something of your own 
that’s been feeling flatter than you wish it did.

CATHY GOLDSMITH – President and 
Publisher, Beginner Books &  
Dr. Seuss Publishing, Random House
PATTY ANN HARRIS – Creative Director, 
Scholastic, CHERYL KLEIN – Editorial Director, 
Lee & Low, LILY MALCOM – VP/Executive 
Art Director, Dial Books, DONNA MARK – 
Creative Director, Bloomsbury Publishing,  
PAT CUMMINGS – Author/Illustrator 
(Moderator)
Where Does Your Art Fit In?   
An Art Director Panel

Does the size of a publisher matter? What is 
a mass market book? What does trade mean? And 
where does my illustration style belong? In 
this session, representatives from a range of 
publishers and different genres of children’s 
publishing will discuss their houses and their 
markets. Participants will learn how and why they 
are different and how the differences affect many 
aspects of the process, especially what styles 
of art are frequently used for each. Illustrators 
will have the opportunity to submit a sample of 
their illustration in advance. A selection will be 
reviewed at the session with observations about 
where their work might fit, as well as suggestions 
for adjustments to the style that could also make 
them suitable to other segments of the market. 

Details about the illustration submission will be 
emailed to attendees in November.

MARK SIEGEL – Editorial Director, First 
Second Books 
ILLUSTRATOR TBD
How Graphic Novel Techniques Can Enhance 
Your Art

Mark Siegel, editorial director of First Second 
Books, and an illustrator TBD will delve into the 
growing genre of graphic novels for all ages and 
where they are today, often blending varied art 
and design styles, from comics to classic picture 
books and everything in between. In addition 
to discussing the unique processes of creating 
graphic novels, using a range of case studies, 
they will also demonstrate how graphic novel 
illustration methods can strengthen your approach 
to narrative illustration and visual storytelling 
for all age genres of children’s books.

CONNIE HSU –  Editor, Roaring Book Press
Practice Makes Perfect: A Picture Book 
Revision Workshop

In this session, we’ll review the key basics 
that editors look for in strong picture book 
manuscripts/dummies. Bring a work-in-progress 
and we’ll focus on identifying and bringing out 
these characteristics successfully.  Participants 
will come away with an improved revision.

KENDRA LEVIN – Associate Editorial Director, 
Viking Children’s Books
Where Do I Go Now? Goal Setting for Pub-
lished Authors

This workshop is for authors who feel like the 
middle child of publishing. You’re no longer 
aspiring to publish your debut, but you haven’t 
reached rock star level, hit the best seller list, 
or won a major award or film deal. How do you 
navigate the ever-mercurial market as you define 
your identity as an author? How do you set 
goals that are both ambitious and realistic? This 
workshop with executive editor and life coach 
Kendra Levin will include a frank discussion of 
these questions and more. We’ll do hands-on 
exercises to identify your goals and create a plan 
for working toward them, and we’ll examine your 
existing body of work to look for clues about who 
you are as an author—and about where you should 
push yourself next in your work. Finally, we’ll 
spend some time on craft exercises designed to 
help you challenge yourself and to walk out of the 
workshop with a new direction for your work that 
excites you.
 

GAIL CARSON LEVINE – Author
Dragons and Ogres and Elves, Oh My!  
On Writing Fantasy

Come prepared to write and share. If you’re 
already writing fantasy, come with questions. 
Gail will bring prompts and answers. We’ll 
discuss world building, using fairy tales, creating 
creatures, and the intersection between the real 
and the invented. If you’ve never read a fantasy 
novel for kids, please do! Especially recommended: 
The Moorchild by Eloise McGraw.

TIFFANY LIAO – Editor, Henry Holt Books
Mirrors, Windows & Doors: Fundamentals to  
Writing Cross-Culturally 

If you’re supposed to “write what you know,” how 
can you write convincingly and respectfully from 
a perspective outside of your own? Designed for 

AFTERNOON MASTERCLASSES  1:45pm - 4:15pm
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we’re through, an editor or reader will have no 
choice but to keep going! We’ll first analyze 
successful opening pages of published books then 
work on and share our own. Writers should bring 
a WIP.

MOLLY O’NEILL –  Root Literary
BROOKS SHERMAN – Janklow & Nesbit 
Associates
Four Minutes of Fame:  Pitch Your Story to 
Agents Molly O’Neill and Brooks Sherman

Come hone your querying skills in a live 
demonstration.  In this interactive session, authors 
have two minutes to pitch their stories to Molly 
and Brooks—this can be a verbal “elevator” pitch, 
a reading of a query letter or a reading of your 
story’s first page. It’s up to you. Molly and Brooks 
will then have one minute each to let you know 
how they’d respond if your pitch showed up in their 
submission file.

LINDA SUE PARK – Author 
Word by Word

In this workshop, we’ll examine how word choice 
and sentence structure affect three vital aspects 
of novel writing: voice, world-building , and pacing. 
Hands-on techniques will be demonstrated for 
participants to practice in real time. Requirements: 
bring the draft of a novel manuscript (complete 
is best, minimum half-finished) on a laptop. (The 
hands-on exercises do NOT work well with paper 
& pen).

JANE YOLEN – Author
All You Need to Know About Writing a  
Picture Book

What defines a picture book besides the fact that 
it is for young children and is (usually) thirty-two 
pages? Jane informs, warns, cheerleads, and may 
even break out into rhyme or song. As part of 
the session, participants will learn how a single 
idea can be launched into many directions. Jane 
will have five ‘hats’ with sixty titles of possible 
books. Everyone will choose a slip from one of 
the following hats:  board books, concept books, 
biographies, straight-forward picture books, or 
nonfiction. There will then be twenty minutes to 
brainstorm an idea for the chosen title and fifteen 
minutes to share. Jane will begin the process 
herself by choosing a title and talking through a 
possible concept.

JILL SANTOPOLO – Editorial Director, 
Philomel Books/Penguin Random House
Plotting Your Plot

So what’s going on in your story? And how do 
your characters feel about it? Get ready to roll up 
your sleeves and pick apart your novel, looking at 
the action plot and the emotional plot, and how 
the two work together to make your book the 
strongest version of itself. This workshop is best 
for writers who have a finished draft of a story and 
are getting ready to revise, but it can also be used 
as a brainstorming session if you’ve gotten stuck 
as you’re drafting, or if you need a jump start to 
outline something new. 

Sunday - February 4, 2018

CARMELA IARIA – VP, School and Library 
Marketing, Penguin Young Readers Group
Connecting with Gatekeepers: How to Get 
Your Book Noticed by Teachers & Librarians

This masterclass session focuses on ways you can 
promote yourself and your work to schools and 
libraries. A presentation of marketing principles 
will be followed by a sample case study of an 
already-published title. Participants will then 
create a marketing plan for one of their published 
or upcoming books and get feedback. This is rare 
opportunity to work directly with a marketing 
expert in children’s publishing to develop a 
realistic and creative plan to get your book noticed.

CHERYL KLEIN – Editorial Director,  
Lee and Low
Advanced Picture Book Revision Workshop

Does your book have a great Concept? How does 
it Articulate it? Does something change in the Plot, 
using the distinct Structure of the picture-book 
form? And can you make it Sound right and good? 
In this workshop, we’ll get an overview of these 
large principles of picture book development, 
and then have plenty of time for small-group 
evaluation and revision of participants’ own 
texts. Writers should bring a maximum of two 
troublesome works-in-progress to share and 
revise.  

TIFFANY LIAO – Editor, Henry Holt Books
The Heart Wants What it Wants:  
How to Make Your Reader Fall in Love with 
Your Characters

The premise of a great book begins with one big 
question: what does the character want? Your 
character motivation is the heart of the story and 
will inform every element in your book, including 
voice, plot, pacing, and world-building. In this 
masterclass you’ll learn how to dig deep into 
your character to establish a motivation that is 
compelling, believable, and urgently drives the 
story forward from page to page. We’ll be doing 
in-class exercises, but attendees are encouraged 
to bring their works-in-progress.

BARBARA MCCLINTOCK – Illustrator
ERIC VELASQUEZ – Illustrator
CECILIA YUNG – Executive Art Director/
VP, Penguin Books for Young Readers 
(Moderator)
Personalizing Your References:  
Live Traditional Illustration Demonstrations  
by Two Master Illustrators

Illustrators Barbara McClintock and Eric 
Velasquez will share their strategies and tools 
for research and discuss how they find and 
transform references to create authentic people 
and places. Participants will get a pre-conference 
assignment (details in November, due mid-
January). During the session, the two illustrators 
will demonstrate how they approach the same 
assignment to create their personal interpretation. 
They will also discuss a selection of participant 
assignments and offer comments and suggestions.

DONNA BRAY – VP/ Co-publisher,  
Balzer & Bray
Irresistible Openers

In this workshop we will polish those opening 
pages of your middle-grade or YA novel – once 

JOSH BANK – Executive Vice President,  
Alloy Entertainment
SARA SHANDLER –  SVP/Editorial Director, 
Alloy Entertainment
Are you Writing the Right book? How to Find 
Your Authentic Story and Bring it to Life

In this session, Josh Bank and Sara Shandler, who 
oversee the creative and editorial team at Alloy, 
will walk you through the development process of 
books like Nicola Yoon’s #1 bestseller, Everything, 
Everything, her Printz Honor and National 
Book Award finalist, The Sun is Also a Star, and 
Meredith Russo’s If I Was Your Girl, winner of the 
2017 Walter Award. We will ask participants to 
join us ready to think about and share what really 
makes them them, and consider how they can 
use their unique point-of-view to tell a broadly-
appealing story only they can tell. 

RUSSELL BUSSE – Associate Editor, Little 
Brown Books for Young Readers
Where Art Meets Text: Thinking Visually in 
Picture Book Writing

 For this masterclass session, we’ll be looking at 
different ways authors and illustrators can work 
together to execute a vision for a picture book, 
and write in a way that helps a reader imagine a 
manuscript as a finished book. Using prompts and 
examples, attendees will practice communication 
and interpretation of a manuscript, with the goal of 
illustrators improving their text interpretation and 
authors improving their visual narrative.

MIKE CURATO – Author/Illustrator
AL IMPARATO – Simon & Schuster
RENÉE KURILLA – Illustrator
LAURENT LINN – Art Director, Simon 
& Schuster Books for Young Readers 
(Moderator)
Digital Pre-Press Best Practices

When delivering digital illustrations 
for books, whether your art is partially 
created using traditional media or fully digital 
from start to finish, there are many essential ways 
in which to create, build, and revise your files to 
ensure the best color and print quality in the final 
book (while saving much time and effort for you 
and your entire publishing team). Join a publishing 
pre-press expert, an art director, and two 
illustrators as they detail technical tips and tricks, 
demystify the computer screen-to-printing press 
process, and demonstrate in real-time the best 
practices for creating digital illustration files.

EMMA D. DRYDEN – Author/Editor
Reimagining Your Manuscripts:  
Tools for the Revision Toolbox

This workshop will focus on revision techniques 
and tools for authors who are ready to revise 
their picture book, chapter book, MG, or 
YA manuscripts.  Workshop will combine 
presentation, worksheets/handouts, and 
writing exercises to focus on first and last lines, 
character interviews, world building, emotional 
and action plotlines, and more. Attendees 
should have completed at least one or more 
drafts of a manuscript and have the most current 
version of a manuscript accessible during the 
workshop. Attendees should expect to write and 
read aloud during this workshop.
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MORNING MASTERCLASSES  9:30am - 12:15pm


